Common Specifications
- Shock-resistant
- 200m water resistance
- Multi-alarm
- EL backlight

world.g-shock.com
The 6900 series, you cannot mention G-SHOCK without touching on its line of unforgettable collections: the 6900 series. With its rounded form a departure from the squared design of the original DW-5000 model, the series won fans as a “Triple Graph” model upon its 1995 debut and has steadfastly remained just as popular to this day. New designs and features drawn from global cultures make the 6900 series a diverse branch on the G-SHOCK family tree.

A quarter-century after its debut, the 6900 series has evolved even further, now the covered metal model. This new style keeps the series’ key design factors—rounded shape, “Triple Graph”, front button—while adding a stainless steel bezel with quality finish for fresh new color, material, and finish. The result is a watch with an appearance that radiates an original presence and individuality.

Evolving and remaining constant: the mark of strength that surpasses time. Enter the new age of the 6900.
IDENTITY | Rounded Proportion

TOUGHNESS INSPIRED BY A PERFECT CIRCLE

A perfect circle has the greatest surface area given the same circumference, so Casio drew on that form for the design code in most efficiently putting together the necessary elements of shock-resistant construction. Dial, case, bezel, Triple Graph: using this universal shape throughout the exterior makes for a highly finished design that will resonate for generations to come.

FOUR FACTORS FOR 6900 MODELS KEEPS BEING LOVED

TRIPLE GRAPH
Three circular graphics work in tandem to enrich the LCD face, adding features like a stopwatch and a seconds display for the kind of ingenious face design only a digital watch could have.

DIAL
Layering the dial on top of the LCD provides design possibilities an all-LCD face cannot offer. Decorative touches like coating, printing, and surface finish allow for a rich variety of models.

FRONT BUTTON
Designed and developed to control the backlight, its sense of stability lifts it out of a merely functional role and cement it as an icon of strength on the G-SHOCK’s exterior. It is grounded in precise design, balancing the button guards and in a shape and angle that is easy to press.

ROUND CASE
All form lines are designed in concentric circles from the inner bezel ring to the outer ring, and even the button guards protect from either side. The conical bevel of bezel keeps the profile from looking too bulky and reduces interference with the wrist.
TECHNOLOGY | STRUCTURE and FUNCTION

**1995 DW-6900-1V**

SHOCK-RESISTANT and 20-BAR WATER RESISTANCE
The hollow case structure and all-directional covering alleviate shocks, while the construction itself is highly airtight and water-resistant.

**1996 DW-6900X-8AT**

LOW-TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE
(-20°C/-4°F)
Keeps going strong even in low temperatures. Supports activities in frigid climate zones such as on snowy peaks and icy treks.

**2009 GW-6900X-8AT**

WAVE CEPTOR (Multi Band 4), TOUGH SOLAR
Converts light into power to keep all its functions running stably. Receives standard time radio waves from six stations worldwide to adjust the time automatically.

**2010 GLX-6900-1**

TIDE GRAPH and MOON DATA
Displays tidal data and moon phases for a given area, perfect for surfers looking to catch that wave.

**2012 GB-6900-1**

SMARTPHONE LINK
Connects to a smartphone to adjust the time. Use the dedicated app to tap into various watch functions remotely.

**2013 GW-X1000FG-1B**

UNITED STATES MILITARY STANDARD

**2020 GW-6900-9**

METAL COVERED
The inner case and metal bezel fit together with minimal surface contact. The G-SHOCK’s hollow case structure is now available with a metal exterior.
Unleash your creativity with a bezel, dial, front button, and band available in a wide array of colors, materials, and finishes. The diversity of the 6900 lies in its challenging design techniques. As times change and technology evolves, every hurdle G-SHOCK faces gives it an individuality not found anywhere else.

### Design | Multi-Faceted and Unique

#### Originality in Variety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DW-6900H-9</td>
<td>Color Resin Case and Band</td>
<td>First model with resin in colors other than black.</td>
<td>Originality in variety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vibrant hues give this fashionable model originality.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DW-6900B-7T</td>
<td>Color Resin Case and Band</td>
<td>Made to be both stylish and perfect for snowboarding, this band can be worn over a ski wear's cuff.</td>
<td>Mirrored dial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DW-6900B-2T</td>
<td>Semi-Transparent Resin Case and Band</td>
<td>Equipped with a protector for the glass that also provides a fashionable accent.</td>
<td>3D Glossy Surface Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>DW-6900MC-3</td>
<td>Mixed Color Resin Case and Band</td>
<td>A blend of different colored resins in a colorful design that can add the special taste.</td>
<td>All Gold-Finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>DW-6900MR-1</td>
<td>Mixed Color Resin Case and Band</td>
<td>Band made of stainless steel.</td>
<td>Marble Pattern Printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-1</td>
<td>Multi-Angle Printed Case and Band</td>
<td>Every nook and cranny of the case and band feature a camouflage pattern, thanks to special printing technology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-17</td>
<td>Multi-Angle Printed Case and Band</td>
<td>High-durability, high-performance material for a band that fits seamlessly into military fashion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-2</td>
<td>Mirror Dial</td>
<td>Adding a high-shine mirror finish a unique reflective touch to the dial.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-3</td>
<td>3D Glossy Surface Processing</td>
<td>A special texturization process and glossy paint finish produces a dimensional surface reminiscent of reptile skin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-9</td>
<td>All Gold-Finish</td>
<td>From the case and band to the dial and LCD, the entire watch boasts a fresh golden hue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>DW-6900SR-11</td>
<td>Marble Pattern Printing</td>
<td>The polarized ink takes on different colors when seen from certain angles — for this printed marbled case and band.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Casio has integrated into cultures around the world via its shared affinity for the toughness. The 25-year history of the 6900 is likewise a history of collaboration.
G-SHOCK has added a metal exterior for a shock-resistant structure while retaining its iconic round design. The 6900 breaks new ground with this materials evolution.

**FORGED and MOLDED BEZEL**

The bezel undergoes about 20 forging processes, then cutting and polishing. It is minutely crafted from a complex, highly uneven molding to a back surface shape that can affect its precision fit into the inner case. The surface is polished to a beautiful mirror and hairline finish.

**METAL-COVERED SHOCK-RESISTANT STRUCTURE**

Minute protrusions on the outside of the inner case reduce surface contact with the metal bezel. This reflects the design philosophy for the hollow case structure, which protects the module using point contacts and cushions exterior blows.

**GLASS FIBER REINFORCED RESIN CASE**

Glass fibers are incorporated into resin for increased strength. The material’s resistance to shock-induced breakage and bending protects the module from external shock. The case delivers outstanding shock-resistance.

**METAL FRONT BUTTON**

The 6900’s iconic front button, having surpassed its merely functional role in controlling the backlight, gets a metallic makeover. It is grounded in precise design, balancing the button guards and in a shape and angle that is easy to press.

**MIRRORED TRIPLE GRAPH DIALS**

The Triple Graph dials coordinate exquisitely with the LCD and face plate, whose mirror finish complements the metal exterior for complete design harmony.

**NEGATIVE TYPE LCD + ELECTROLUMINESCENT BACKLIGHT**

The negative type LCD brings a stylish cool to the digital display, while the electroluminescent backlight keeps everything visible in the dark.